(1) General description of FACSIMILE FACSIMILE is a computer program which represents a very considerable generalization of the successful program CHEK (with a parameter-fitting option similarly related to CHEKMAT), described by Curtis & Chance (1974). Its name is derived from Flow And Chemistry SIMulator, but its input routines are sufficiently powerful and flexible that it can be used advantageously on other problems which reduce to stiff systems of differential equations (together with implicit non-differential equations if desired). This is achieved because the input section is capable of compiling code to evaluate arithmetic expressions of considerable generality, and defining scalar and array quantities of a variety of types, as well as handling more special-purpose input such as that defining chemical reactions or (ultimately) various kinds of steady one-dimensional fluid flow.
The problem types which can be solved will include: (a) Chemical reaction kinetics without flow, in well-mixed constant-volume or constant-pressure conditions, including constant-volume liquid solution. Effects of exothermic and endothermic reactions on system temperature (assumed uniform), and hence on rate coefficients, can be included. Heat and light input can be simulated.
(6) Partitioned problems of type (a), with transport of selected species between partitions, including discrete simulation of continuous diffusion and other transport processes.
(c) One-dimensional steady gas flows (possibly with entrained finely divided condensed phases), with chemistry, in constant-density, constant-pressure, constant-area or constant-temperature isentropic flow. (Also cases where one of these variables is specified as a function of position, instead of being constant.) Although material conservation is normally assumed, it may be possible to simulate steady input or removal of some components. Effects of flow divergence angle and of friction and viscosity would not be included. Gases are assumed ideal, and condensed phases without partial pressure.
( d ) One-dimensional steady liquid flows (possibly with entrained gas), with chemistry (e.g. plug flow reactor kinetics).
(e) Problems of unrelated kinds which can nevertheless be described in the powerful input language available, and which result in a set of equations composed of (i) stiff ordinary differential equations, and (ii) implicit algebraic equations.
(f) With the parameter-fitting option, problems of the above types can automatically be solved again and again under control of a sophisticated optimization algorithm which adjusts the values of designated parameters for best fit between computed results and observed values of some of the variables at various points.
Commands will be provided in due course for specifying physical and thermodynamical properties of various species in order to define the above problem types, although for simple types (e.g. in constant-volume solution without temperature variation) it will not be necessary to use these.
Since facilities for flow problems will not be in the early versions, they are not described in detail here.
All input is in symbolic form, using a wide but natural extension of the input language of the existing program CHEK (Curtis & Chance, 1974 ). An independent variable called TIME is always available.
(2) Chemistry
The standard form for chemical reactions will effectively be as follows. Let species i occur with multiplicity aIj on the left-hand side of reaction j and with multiplicity BtJ on the right-hand side. Let the forward and backward rate coefficients for reaction j be Kfj and KbJ. The flux of the reaction is
where cI is the concentration (mol per unit volume) of species i. The chemical contribution to the rate of change of cl is given by
wherep is the total density. Thus Kr, and KbJ are in terms of mol per unit volume as usual. Transport problems can usually be dealt with satisfactorily by using chemical reactions to simulate transport, the new feature in FACSIMILE of greatest use being the facility for arrays of variables. However, the general expression-compiling features of FACSIMILE can provide for more complicated transport phenomena if necessary.
(3) Types of named entity in FACSIMILE
(1) Ordinary uariable. Defined by a differential equation enabling its time (or distance) derivative to be computed, e.g. the concentration of a chemical species in the normal treatment or the temperature. Declared by VARIABLE or by occurrence.
(2) Implicit uariable. Defined by a non-differential equation in which it occurs implicitly (together with other variables, in general), and which is solved by a predictorcorrector process as for ordinary variables, e.g. the equilibrium concentration of a chemical species, or a fictitious variable (say Al) whose value is to be equal to that of another (say A), but which will be used to disguise the direct dependence of some derivatives on A. Declared by IMPLICIT, and must be declared before any variables used in equations.
( 3 ) Parameter. Defined explicitly in terms of other variables, the defining expression being evaluated (at one of a number of points in the calculation) before the value is used, so that no equation has to be solved for a parameter, e.g. a 'catalyst' in a reaction; a rate coefficient or a quantity used in computing one; an expression needed for output purposes. Declared by PARAMETER or (unless dimensional) by occurrence to left of = in definition equation. The defining equation for a parameter must occur before it is used if in the same piece of code, or otherwise in a piece of code which will be executed earlier.
Moreover, its status as a parameter must be clear when it is first encountered in compiling the code. where 'dimension definition' has one of the forms integerl integerl, integer2, integerl, integer2, integer3 an integer of value n indicating that the corresponding array subscript may take values from 0 to (n-1). This choice is made because:
(a) implementation is slightly easier than with range 1 to n ; (b) frequencies with which the two are required are comparable, but use of '1 ton' for '0 to n-1' is error-prone, whereas (at least in a one-dimensional array) little is lost in the opposite case if n is increased by 1 and the first location not used; (c) starting at 0 is easier if the range desired is from n l to n2, n l # 0 or 1. Initial values may be given following each array declared, if desired. In addition to the above kinds of named quantities, which are treated as real numbers, the user has access to a number of integer variables which may be used as loop indices, array subscripts etc. The standard version of the program provides 99 of these. There are also 'secret' index registers, used internally to hold such quantities as multi-dimensional subscript combinations or values of expressions used to increment or test loop indices.
(4) Program structure
User-supplied code is executed at one of a number of stages during simulation. Code for each stage is preceded by an identifying command of the form 'COMPILE name' for a named block of code, or 'COMPILE BLOCK n' for a numbered block. Each block of code is terminated by an end-of-list statement. Named blocks are executed at specific places, as follows.
4.1: Block INITIAL contains code which will be executed whenever a BEGIN command is encountered (including implicitly, in the parameter-fitting option) after resetting initial values of variables, to set values of parameters which do not change during the run.
Initial values of variables are handled specially. Execution of INITIAL code can vary some of the initial values of variables so far set, e.g. if a VARY command is at some time given for parameter IVA,and if B, C, D have initial values of 1.3, the instructions COMPILE INITIAL; A = IVA; C = C-IVA; **. , will leave the initial values as follows A IVA B 1.3
More than one block of INITIAL code may be given; the new code is concatenated behind the old. Variables may occur on the left of an = sign in INITIAL code, but must have been declared as variables first, either explicitly or by occurrence elsewhere. Any other name occurring to the left of an = sign is assumed to be a parameter. Quantities appearing to the right of an = sign must be constants, or variables already declared, or parameters which have earlier occurred to the left of an = sign.
4.2: Block GENERAL contains code defining values of parameters (only), which is executed before computing derivatives or giving any kind of output from the simulation process (printed, graphical or to the parameter-fitting routine). Expressions to the right of an = sign may use only (a) constants, (6) For an irreversible reaction, only one rate coefficient (preceded by its vertical bar) is provided; if three are given, the third is a catalytic factor on the nett reaction flux. Type (c) has the form 'name = expression; where 'name indicates the defining equation for the implicit variable "name", and where the expression may involve constants, variables and defined parameters, and must involve at least one implicit variable. The number of implicit equations must be equal (taking loops into account) to the number of implicit variables; each implicit variable must occur in at least one implicit equation, and these occurrences must be such that the equations could be solved (in principle) for the variables, i.e. the Jacobian of this subsystem must be non-zero.
Care should be taken when using implicit variables that the corresponding equations are satisfied (at least approximately) by the initial values, since otherwise wrong results may be obtained.
'name = expression but here 'name indicates the derivative of the (ordinary) variable "name", and the expression may involve other such derivatives, as well as constants, variables and named parameters. However, if a derivative occurs to the right of the = sign, the value used will be that computed so far, which may be only a partial one, if further equations of types (b) or (4 affect it. All EQUATIONS code is executed in the order in which it is entered (except for loops and jumps; see below). There may be more than one block (in which case they are concatenated).
4.4:
Block OUTPUT contains code which is executed at the end of each integration step, before testing whether any output points, called for by WHEN or WHENEVER clauses (see below) have been passed during the step. Thus any parameters whose values are needed only for output purposes may be computed in this block, rather than in block GENERAL, for the sake of economy. Whenever block OUTPUT is executed, block GENERAL has just been executed, so parameters computed in it may be used. Actual output instructions (see below) should not be included in block OUTPUT, since this block is executed when testing for output as well as when producing it. Vol. 4 4.5: Block SETUP contains code to be executed whenever an ADD command is encountered, or if a restart condition is specified in a WHEN or WHENEVER command, or (after blocks INITIAL and GENERAL) on a BEGIN command. The purpose of the ADD command is to cause the numerical integration process to be started from scratch, without the previous resetting of initial values caused by the BEGIN command; it is used when some discontinuity has been injected into the numerical process, in contrast with RUN, which is used to resume integration smoothly after an interruption.
4.6: Block INSTANT contains code to be executed immediately, as soon as compilation of the block is completed, and then to be deleted after execution. It is one method of changing parameter or variable values, or obtaining output, between integration runs. Another is the EXEC command (see paragraph 4.8).
4.7:
In addition the user may specify numbered blocks of code, BLOCK n where n is in the range 1 to 20, which can be called as subroutines from other blocks, or (usually to produce output) under control of WHEN or WHENEVER commands. 4.8: By giving the command EXEC, followed in the same statement by a single instruction (such as may occur in a block of code), that instruction is immediately executed. For many purposes, this may be more convenient than use of block INSTANT.
(5) Loops, arrays, indices and subscripts
Arrays may be of type variable (ordinary or implicit), parameter, or constant. Their type and dimensions must be declared before they are used. There are three ways an array can be referred to:
(a) a fixed array element (i.e. with constant subscripts) may be referred to wherever a scalar of the same type may; (b) a whole array may be referred to in an output descriptor, i.e. a PSTREAM or GSTREAM command; (c) a variable array element may be referred to in a loop. Loops provide a means of condensing code to a far more compact form, both in source language and internally. Each loop is controlled by an index, which is one of 99 integer variables with names # I , . . ., #99. A loop has the form, e.g.
(code executed in loop) LABEL 3 ; The loop index is here #2; the loop parameters are 2, 11 and 3, representing respectively the initial value of #2, its final value, and its increment. Index # 4 will take values 1, 3.5, . . . in successive executions of the loop. The code between the DO and LABEL statements will be executed four times in this example, #2 having the values 2, 5, 8, 1 1. In general, the loop parameters may be integer expressions (i.e. involving other indices), in which case they will beevaluated once before the first execution of the body of the loop, and these values will determine what values the index takes during execution. If the increment is not unity, the final value may not be exactly achieved, but it will not be passed; the last execution of the loop will have #2 equal to the last value that it can take without passing its final value. Negative increments are permitted, but in any m e the loop will not be executed at all if the increment and the difference between final and initial values have opposite signs. Loops may also be nested.
Array subscripts may be simple expressions involving constants and any indices of loops inside which the reference occurs, each subscript having the most general form #n f c. Thus, if A is a variable array of dimension 6, K1, K2 and F are parameter arrays of dimension 5, and C is a catalyst, the code DO 1 FOR #1=0(1) 4; F < # l >~K I < # l >~K 2 < # 1 > : A < # l > + C = A < # I + l > + C ; LABEL 1; is legal, and defines five reactions named F<O> to F<4>. DO 3 FOR #2 = 2(3)11, #4 = l(2); Indices occurring in expressions for loop parameters must be loop indices of current loops. The whole code block is regarded as an outer loop, and FOR statements in it may assign initial (constant) values to indices if desired.
All the subscripts of an array element are simple linear functions of indices under loop control, and care is taken to compute the resulting subscript expression economically. However, no further optimization of code is done, and efficiency may be improved by removing from loops any code defining values which do not change within the loop. JUMP #k: nl n 2 . . , . nj; acts as a j-way switch, according to the values 1 to j of #k.
However, these conditional branch instructions are inadvisable if they are used in such a way as to cause a discontinuity in the value of a variable or derivative at some point in the integration process, unless a suitable WHEN or WHENEVER command is used to specify restarting the integration process.
Statements in code blocks cannot be labelled, but a label may be inserted before a (7) Specifving output from a run There are two aspects to output specification: (a) specifying the kinds of output required, and (b) specifying the points in the integration run at which each kind is to be given.
All output is actually given by executing a block of code containing the necessary instructions, and execution of such blocks is controlled by WHEN or WHENEVER commands. The only difference between these is that a WHEN command is deleted when the last output point it specifies is passed, but a WHENEVER command is retained, in case either a new BEGIN command causes it to become relevant again, or its controlling variable reverses direction. for that variable at which the specified action is to be taken. The available actions (not all of which need be specified) are SET an index register to 4*1+1, positive when the Ith value is passed in a [ neaative) direction.
CALL a specified block of code, which-may provide output or carry out some other RESTART the integration process, if the code block called causes any discontinuity. The defining labels il to ik of the clauses may take values from 1 to 10, allowing up to 10 WHEN clauses to be active at a time. Any previous clause of the same label is automatically overwritten; a clause of the simple form i) ;
is permitted, and deletes clause i without replacing it. If no count *nl is given for the increment, the list of values extends indefinitely and the clause never terminates until it is explicitly deleted. If no increment (and no count) is specified, the effect is as for a count of zero. Additional features are that a vertical bar may precede and/or follow the list of values, indicating that when the controlling variable reaches the value at that end of the list the integration process is to be interrupted and further commands are to be read. Computation of residuals for parameter-fitting runs is done under control of a WHENEVER clause constructed automatically on reading the data.
The following kinds of output may be specified by instructions in code blocks:
A compact listing is produced of current values of the variables and/or parameters specified in PSTREAM output descriptor command number i, on the FORTRAN unit specified in that command.
GSTREAM i ;
Depending on the descriptor command, either a complete graph or a single line of a graph is produced as specified in GSTREAM output descriptor command i on the unit specified in that descriptor. The syntax of the descriptor command is GSTREAM i j k name; namel vl sl ; name2 v2 s2 ;
where j is the unit number, and name that of the independent variable (default TIME); k (default 100) is the width (in print positions) of the graph, specifying the number of increments for dependent variables. Each independent variable is specified by its name nameq, its range (0 to vq) and its plotting symbol sq. If the independent variable name is a scalar, one line of graph will be put out at a time, for the current value of the independent variable. If name is an array of m elements, it must be followed by two numbers, the first giving the range containing its values, and the second the number of plotting points into which this range is to be divided. Each independent variable must in that case be an array of at least m elements; the whole graph will be put out at a time, plotting the function. _____ ** .
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Ith element of each dependent variable against the Ith independent variable element, for 1 = 0 to (m-1).
LIST j VARIABLES IMPLICIT PARAMETERS CONSTANTS EQUIVALENCE DERIVATIVES ;
A list of values is printed on FORTRAN unit j of all quantities of the kind or kinds specified, each against its name and (if an array element) subscript value. Quantities declared by EQUIVALENCE are not listed unless specified, since the values are, of course, repetitions. If DERIVATIVES is specified, VARIABLES must also be specified, and each derivative value will be printed alongside the corresponding variable. The instruction LIST j ;
causes all the options to be included.
RECORD j VARIABLES IMPLICIT PARAMETERS CONSTANT DERIVATIVES ;
of other quantities specified. The simple command RECORD j ;
is equivalent to RECORD j VARIABLES ;
Finally, a facility which is often useful for 'debugging' purposes, and in code block INSTANT or in the EXEC command, is the query print facility. Any instruction producing a numerical value may be preceded by ?, causing the value to be printed (identified as far as possible) on a unit number defined in a previously executed A computer-simulation study of the citric acid cycle has just been published (McMinn & Ottaway, 1976 ). The study, in which the amounts and ratios of free NAD+/NADH and CoA/acetyl-CoA were held fixed, showed that in these circumstances control of flux within the cycle lies mainly with the citrate synthase reaction, but in effect with the NAD+/NADH ratio, which controls the concentration of oxaloacetate available for the condensation (cf . Williamson et al., 1967) . The present paper considers some general points arising from a further study of this system.
The program used for the simulation ('CHEK'; Curtis & Chance, 1974) used a rapid numerical integration method to deal with the chemical equations as they are written, VOl. 4
